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From the President, Robette Johns
6132 Southfield Lane, Oswego, IL 60543
Phone: 704-219-8277/Email: president@colliehealth.org
Time seems to be passing faster than ever before. A couple of crisp mornings in the
thirty-degree range means Fall is here and Winter is imminent. I know there are many of
us who were thrilled that we were able to have “The Gathering” at Sunnybank 2021. Our
new Educational and Grant Submission Committee members have been busy rounding
up new samples for the ongoing research at the University of Pennsylvania. We still need
samples for the Dermatomyositis Clinical Trial, the Epilepsy study, and our ongoing
research with Clemson University on Dermatomyositis. We are actively looking for
volunteers for most of our committees and especially need help at next year’s National.
It is with a heavy heart that I announce that Gerrie Oliver, aka the Madam of Sunnybank,
has resigned from her position. The Collie Health Foundation owes Gerrie a great debt
for the time and effort that she put in to “The Gathering” to make it into the most unique
and desired event in all of Colliedom. Working with the Terhune Sunnybank Memorial
group, Gerrie picked a wonderful theme each year, and then built an amazing weekend
from there. On Saturday, it was centered around Albert Payson Terhune, his books, his
wife Anice, their home, their dogs and their lives. Their stories were told by
knowledgeable speakers. There were other events going on making it something for
everyone. On alternating years, Gerrie had the “Memorial” or the “Rescue Parade”.
After 23 years of devotion to “The Gathering” there aren’t enough words that CHF or I
can use to thank you. Gerrie, you were the perfect “madam”.

Membership Chair:

The CHF Board created the new Educational and Grant Sample Submission Committee
which will be an informational conduit to our members. Patt Caldwell has spearheaded a
drive to get additional samples on the coloboma research project at the University of
Pennsylvania. The other committee members, Pat Jung, Chair, and Isabel Osaski will be
helping with all the current research projects we have that CHF is currently funding. See
Patt’s write-up on the coloboma study on Page 14. Please feel free to contact them with
any questions you may have.

Newsletter Editor:

We are actively looking for volunteers to help in all areas of the Foundation’s work. For
instance, we need help in areas like running fundraising, updating our website, and
volunteers to help with the night auction and dinner at the National in Salt Lake City. For
those that want to volunteer for “The Gathering” at Sunnybank, please email Pati Merrill
or Nancy McDonald. Pick a committee, and we can probably use your help.

Pati Merrill

Gail Currie

Mary Hunter

We’ve had another bad period where we lost some of our friends in the Collie world. It’s
hard for many of us but it takes all of us to move forward. I don’t say this often enough,
but the Foundation is here because of the support of each one of you, no matter how big
or how small.

Robette

Health Testing Report
Submitted by Isabel Ososki, Assistant Treasurer: assistanttreas@colliehealth.org
Health testing among Collie Health Foundation members continues to be robust with 460 tests requested
through the end of September for 2021.
We are still experiencing issues with responses to member requests going to members’ spam or junk mail.
Please remember to add assistanttreas@colliehealth.org to your contact or approved address list to ensure
emails arrive with test code link information. The typical response time is 24-48 hours.
I strongly recommend that members read the two articles written by Robette on collie health testing and
why we use Wisdom Health. I have provided the links below.
https://www.colliehealth.org/collie-health-testing-201/
https://www.colliehealth.org/why-wisdom-health/
These articles help us all understand the important factors in deciding to test and how to ensure we are
getting the highest quality of testing and reliable results.
We are excited to launch the CHF supported CEA/Coloboma Study through the University of
Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine. One of the ways the Assistant Treasurer can help collie
owners get the tests needed to enroll a dog into the study is by providing CHF members and nonmembers access to the Optimal Selection Panel link. The Optimal Selection Panel includes the CEA
genetic test needed for the study application/enrollment. We have added a link under both the Test Your
Collie and Grants/Samples - Research Samples Needed sections of the CHF Website. This link,
https://www.colliehealth.org/coloboma-study-enrollment/, will take anyone wishing to enroll to a test
order page. Members will still be able to receive the 15% discount in initial cost. CHF will reimburse the
costs incurred to enter this study so remember to keep all receipts (all receipts must be sent together for
reimbursement).
The regular CHF website link for requesting tests on the CHF website continues to be:
https://www.colliehealth.org/test-your-collie/
Remember, collie health testing discounts are for CHF members and their rough and smooth collies only.
If you know someone who wishes to utilize CHF sponsored testing, encourage them to become CHF
members or renew their membership. This is just one of the important benefits of membership! Join or
renew at: https://www.colliehealth.org/product/membership/
Direct any questions on health testing to assistanttreas@colliehealth.org
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Water Color Notecards
Sunnybank T-Shirts & Draw String Bag
CHF Decals
Logo Ornaments
Canvas Tote Bags
Boar Bristle Brushes - Pin Brushes
Logo Garment Bags
Notepad and Pen Sets
Coming soon
NEW 2021 Holiday Cards by Pati Merrill
Watch for more new items coming in
time for our
Black Friday – Cyber Monday Sale

www.colliehealth.org
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THE 25th ANNUAL GATHERING AT SUNNYBANK

It’s hard to believe that it has been 25 years since the very first Gathering here at Sunnybank. Earlier,
Hal Sundstrom and my dear friend Sandy Draper started the “Gathering of the Great” at Sandy’s home in upstate
New York. It was held there for a number of years but then Sandy moved and a new location was needed. Nancy
McDonald, with a little help from Maret Halinen, came to NJ to scout out this place called “Sunnybank”. They
decided it was the perfect “Place”. Nancy held the very first Gathering at Sunnybank in 1997. Since Nancy found it
hard to manage an event from far away NC, she placed a few calls to some folks in the Northern NJ area and
eventually found me. Add in another 23 years of my hosting the big event and here we are!

Nancy McDonald paid tribute to those early days, and to mark the sad
passing of Hal Sundstrom earlier this year:
Hal and his devoted wife Mary have been friends, mentors and advisors to
me over 40 years. I’m honored to be able to share with you some Collie
Health Foundation history and his influence and leadership that brought us
where we are today.
Hal was elected President of the Collie Club of America for the club’s
centennial year in 1986. He was approached by Sandy Draper and Rick Rickenbaugh who wanted to create a way to
support Collie Health research and at the same time enable donors and supporters to support their goals at a higher
level by making contributions tax-deductible. With their knowledge and Hal’s support, they created the CHF as an
4

IRS 501(c)3 corporation. At the Centennial National, the first memberships were auctioned off to Sandy, Jane
Youngjohns, and John Honig, and the Foundation was born.
After serving two terms as CCA President, Hal continued serving multiple terms as president of the CHF
and was instrumental in bringing awareness to the work it was doing. The organization created was so
successful that the AKC CHF was modeled on the same strategy.
Many brilliant ideas brought Collie lovers together in a single purpose, one of them being Sandy and Hal’s
brainstorm “The Gathering of the Great” which was launched at Sandy’s home just a stone’s throw from
Woodstock, NY in 1991. It was an educational and fun event with seminars, veterinary speakers and breed
mentors in a casual atmosphere that was a huge success from its launch. When Sandy sold his home, the
Gathering was at risk of being discontinued. We couldn’t have that, so a few of us got together, scoped out
Sunnybank as a new location and thanks to the madam, Collie Club of Northern New Jersey, Terhune
Sunnybank Memorial, and endless volunteers, the rest is history. Hal and Mary were also close friends of
Bill Mastbrook and Dale Hooper, who personally brought forward much of the lore that Krissy, Kathy, and
Judy keep alive in our hearts here on Saturday every year.
The CHF’s treasury now exceeds $1,000,000 and its research supporting donations exceed the million dollar
mark. Over the years, the CHF’s work has brought us genetic tests to identify carriers and Collies affected
with PRA, CEA, Degenerative Myelopathy, Gray Collie, and Dermatomyositis. Promising work continues
to unlock keys to eliminating bloat, epilepsy, cancer and other disorders our Collies face. The Foundation
has directly benefited breeders with subsidies that enabled affordable testing, and negotiating discounts on
costly DNA tests.
We can thank Hal Sundstrom for giving us what we’re here to enjoy today … and my personal gratitude to
him and his wife Mary is immeasurable for the inspiration and leadership that the Foundation has now.
In recognition of Hal’s contributions, the CHF Board personally purchased an engraved brick paver in his name for
the Walk of Champions leading up to the Purina Farms Event Center at 200 Checkerboard Drive, Gray Summit,
MO. A replica of the brick paver was sent to his wife Mary as a keepsake.
Speaking of brick keepsakes, this unique necklace containing dust from an original Sunnybank
House brick was donated to CHF for auction by the Franks family in memory of long-time CHF
and Sunnybank friend, Debbie Franks, who passed away suddenly earlier this year.

THE GATHERING FAMILY REUNION
To kick off the Saturday morning speakers program, Judy Leathers,
President of the Terhune Sunnybank Memorial group “Welcomed Us Back”
to Sunnybank with updates on their activities. She was pleased to announce
that, with the members’ contributions, twenty Terhune books were donated
by TSM to the Wayne Public Library in memory of Barbara Backer. Judy
also mentioned that they arranged to have professional landscaping work
done at the Pompton Lakes Dutch Reformed Church to enhance the
cemetery area.
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Sunnybank dog expert, Kristina Marshall, spoke about the “Sunnybank
Collie Connections” – especially Treve, Jean and Bruce, who was featured in
the 2020 virtual Gathering. Krissy emphasized the story of the development
of the Sunnybank family, from its beginning with Bruce, to show ring
success with descendants of Ch. Sunnybank Sigurd and Ch. Alstead
Aeroplane, to the later dogs who combined all three influences and continue
to impact the breed today.
Terhune Sunnybank Archivist, Kathy George, opened her presentation of “One Minute Longer” by commenting
on what we were all thinking: “What a year it has been—a year of adversity, of challenges that have tested us,
frustrated us, saddened us.”
Kathy continued by pointing out that although we like to think of
Sunnybank as an idyllic place, its original inhabitants did not escape adversity
either. All the Terhunes had obstacles thrown in their way, lived through
difficult times, faced their own heartbreak, their own challenges. They all
“fought the good fight.”
Excerpts of her presentation:
“Bert battled through his own episodes of adversity. In his early career, he had always written in longhand.
Then, sometime in the nineteen-teens, he suffered an injury to his hand [… and] he was left unable to write
by hand for long periods, so slowly taught himself to type, well, to hunt and peck.
Another injury occurred in December 1928, this one far more serious. While out for a walk, Bert was struck
by a car, his arm and leg badly damaged. It took him months of determination to learn to walk again using
crutches, ten months for him to walk normally.
Professionally, Terhune was attacked frequently by literary critics, by the collie fancy, often taken to task for
his strong opinions. But he never gave up the fight; that was his nature.
The Terhune family endured a battle that mirrors the battle we fight today, namely the Spanish Flu
pandemic of 1918. In November of 1918, the country was in the midst of a second wave of the deadly virus.
On the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month, World War I ended. With it came the return of
millions of soldiers from overseas battlefields. On November 28, 1918, Bert wrote an essay entitled “The
House of Peace.” Although it is about the soldiers returning, we can apply his words to what we are living
through today. He wrote:
Uncle Sam is moving his hundred million nephews and nieces into a new home. … It is the House of
Peace.
Now, there are perhaps few unpleasanter processes than those of moving. Even from a hut into a palace.
It means hard work—many sacrifices of time and of patience and of cash. It means a period of stark
inconvenience; when the old furniture has not yet been shifted; when the new furniture has not yet arrived;
when breakages and bothersome minor losses are discovered; when regular meals have not yet been ordained;
when everything is topsy-turvy. In time, everything will be adjusted. But, for the moment, a tight hold on
both patience and philosophy is needed.
…We can either make the worst or the best of those annoyances. It is entirely up to us which we do. The
final result will be the same, in any case. But, while it is going on, we can either make ourselves and our
fellow-movers miserable, or we can all lend a hand to rush the work through, as quickly and smoothly as
possible.
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… There will be a million problems … There will be problems no one can yet foresee.
Shall we groan and grumble, throughout this era of reconstruction? Or shall we grin and bear it and do
our bit toward hastening the unsnarling of the mess? It is up to us. The government will do all it can, and, so
far as human wisdom is concerned, will do the work as fast and as wisely as it can. We can help the
government (and incidentally, ourselves) or we can impede it by avalanches of kicks and criticisms and by
hanging back. And we can abuse the government’s mistakes and sulk at its rulings. Or we can pitch in and
help. At any rate, we can keep a smiling front; and forget the vexations of “moving day” in looking forward
to the joys of the House of Peace when at last that House shall be furnished and settled. Which shall we do?
It is squarely up to us.

With the soldiers back home, a third deadly wave of the Spanish Flu struck in January 1919. In April, Lad:
A Dog appeared in bookstores. Terhune unwittingly started a pandemic of his own when Lad went viral!
Bert also wrote the words that we should all try to live by: “Heroism consists in hanging on one minute
longer.” All of us here today have continued to hang on. We just need to keep hanging on that one minute
longer…”
Following the Terhune Sunnybank Memorial speakers presentations, it was my
great pleasure to welcome back Alan Fausel of AKC Museum of the Dog. Alan
got into the spirit of the Sunnybank dogs by bringing the movie poster of Lad: A
Dog for display. The New York museum displays incredible works of art, offers
interactive exhibits and weekly programs. In honor of the 20th anniversary, there is
a “9/11 Remembered: Search and Rescue Dogs” exhibit which continues through
January 2, 2022.
The morning’s program continued with the introduction of Jeffrey David Ball,
AKC Delegate and President of the NJFDC. Jeffrey spoke about the success of
NJFDC’s campaign, along with local dog club’s efforts in raising funds to place
AKC Reunite Pet Disaster Trailers in every county throughout New Jersey. The
Passaic County Pet Disaster Trailer was on display for all to see. The County
Animal Rescue Team (CART) volunteers were there to explain what’s inside and how they stand ready to assist in
any emergency.
The AKC Pet Disaster Relief trailer is stocked with essential supplies to
house at least 65 pets the first 72 hours after a disaster is declared. The
trailer has lighting and is wired for
electricity, to run off either a
generator or 110v power supply.
Following is a sampling of typical
contents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administrative Supplies: Log books, Volunteer registration forms,
wrist/collar bands, check-in materials
Maintenance Equipment: Batteries, Gas Can, Duct Tape
Animal Care: Crates packed on rolling dollies for easy set-up, cat carriers,; litter, microchips and scanner,
bowls, collars and leashes
Equipment: Fans, Generator, Lighting, Hose
Cleaning Supplies: Mop, trash can, tarps, litter boxes, disinfectants
Access to training materials: Turnkey implementation of Co-Located Shelters and Pop-up Reunion Centers,
Volunteer Mobilization, Decontamination and Replenishment

These trailers are available throughout the US. https://www.akcreunite.org/map/
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It should be noted that following the 2021 Gathering, after making landfall in Louisiana, the remnants of Hurricane
Ida made its way up to the northeastern United States. This area of the country was hit with record rainfall and
severe flooding that forced countless emergency evacuations. The AKC Reunite Pet Disaster Relief Trailer donated
to the Somerset County Animal Response Team was deployed to set up an emergency shelter at Manville High
School in Manville, NJ. Over the course of five days from September 2, to September 6, 2021 over 20 dogs, 19 cats,
1 bird, and a rabbit found safe refuge and care until the waters subsided and it was safe to return home.
Noah Award
As suggested by famed collie breeder/judge, Les Canavan, in 2013 CHF began a tradition of honoring hard-working
individual who do things “just for the collie” with the establishment of the “Noah” award. Deserving recipients do
not seek personal glory but just go about the business of making things nicer for all of us.
Noah is the CHF logo mascot. He also “made things nicer”. Noah was born at Camloch Collies with a serious
heart defect and was not expected to live. But he decided he had a job to do and grew up to show us he had a really
big heart. He took it upon himself to leash break all the puppies born at Camloch and teach them how to be
Collies. What better example of CHF’s mission than to have Noah leading the next generation to a healthier life?
The Noah award recognizes this same generosity in us. Earlier winners were Leigh Cohen/2013; Les
Canavan/2014; Kathy George/2015, Susie DeLorenzo/2016, Diane Mierz/2017, Sue Chandler /2018, and Robin
Borck-Sturgis/2019. Today it gives me tremendous pleasure to award the 2021 Noah to Robette Johns. Robette
has attended many Gatherings but starting in 2016 she has come to Sunnybank each year early on Friday to help
with the set up, has worked very hard at CHF Promos and the Silent Auction table all weekend long and has stayed
late to help clean up on Sunday afternoons as well. I’m sure you can all appreciate the work that goes into
organizing a big event and I know we can all look to Robette for many successful events in the future.
Congratulations, Robette!
Rescue
Collie Rescue of Northern NJ has been extremely active placing collies in need of loving homes for almost 20 years.
Their track record is stellar. They have an amazing following of adopters and people who have chosen to adopt or
buy from an array of very reputable breeder friends. They also help their breeder friends place collies that need
homes.
To support their good work, Collie Rescue of Northern NJ receives donations and has also been named in a few
wills. Most recently they received a lot of collie memorabilia from the estate of Lynn Giglia who was a lifelong
collie owner and adopter and a huge supporter of CHF and CRNNJ. The family asked that the proceeds of the sale
of her treasures be split 50/50 between CHF and CRNNJ. A beautiful poster of Lynn was made in her memory.
The sale was very successful and allowed CRNNJ to donate $670 to CHF.
CRNNJ also sponsors the Rescue Parade at The Gathering every other year. Karyn Hahn and Shannon Schrier
proudly introduced the participants in the 2021 Rescue Parade. Karyn read each rescue story, including her own 1st
foster failure "Willow" who was walked around the ring by her daughter Olivia. As the dogs and owners entered
the ring Shannon, as usual, gently placed a medallion around each dog’s neck and gave them a kiss. Medals donated
by CRNNJ were awarded to 6 entries from around the country. It was a small group of collies but very
heartwarming nonetheless:
Desi Hand - Female Rough - Adopted from CRNNJ by Bi Bi and Rich Hand
Storm Cyngier - Male Rough - Adopted from Northeast Ohio Collie Rescue by Roseann and Peter Cyngier.
Sunny Kimak - Male Rough - Adopted from CRNNJ by Edie and Tom Kimak
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Bella Krueger - Female Rough - Adopted from Collie Rescue of Southeast Pennsylvania by Heidi Krueger.
Joseph "Joe" Waylon Haldy - Male Rough - Adopted from CRNNJ by Michelle and John Haldy.
Willow Hahn - Female Rough - 1st Foster Failure after 15 years of fostering by Karyn, Eric, Olivia and Ava-Grace
Hahn.
From Karyn:
“CRNNJ was
THRILLED to be
back at Sunnybank
and host the Rescue
Parade. We all look
forward to it and
the tradition never
gets old. It doesn't
matter how many
rescue collies attend,
they are all special and adored by their adopters. I know that Shannon loves placing the ribbons on them when they
return. Looking forward to 2023!"
Match Shows
Collie Day Sunday at Sunnybank began with rain! Lots of rain! Everything was moved in underneath the big tent
and extra lighting added to create a unique “indoor” ring. Virtues Match Host, Carrie Lenhart of Marnus, began by
introducing the judges, Mary Cox of SnoValley Collies, Linda Tefelski of Lindale Collies, and April Hain Trevino,
MD of Maverick Collies. The bad weather caused smaller entries but the judges had no trouble find quality virtues.
And, since there was extra time it was a fabulous opportunity to ask questions and engage in discussion about the
Standard. What an amazing learning opportunity for exhibitors and spectators alike!

Carrie Lenhart
Mary Cox

Linda Tefelski
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April Hain Trevino, MD

Sincere thanks go to Lad Memorial Match Judges Hailey Stoner, Avondale Collies who judged dogs and Greg
Ungano, Doe Run Collies who judged bitches as well as Junior Showmanship. They were great sports to work
under challenging circumstances and still find beautiful winners.
Congratulations to all!
Best General Appearance/Best Overall in Virtues/Best in Lad Match
Barksdale Levitation Pancake #6
(CH Barksdale Sunnland’s Swipe Right x CH Barksdale Carbonara)
Bred/Owned by Nancy McDonald

Lad Memorial Match
Judges Hailey Stoner & Greg Ungano

Best Expression/Best Skull
CH Barksdale Guardian Of The Galaxy Quill #5
(CH Cheviot Lochlaren Lover Boy x CH Riverrun
Galatean Another Think Coming)
Bred by Nancy McDonald, Mary Robischon & Mary
Jackson
Owned by Mark & Tammy Harty
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Best Profile
CH Barksdale Carbonara Jammie #14
(CH Barksdale Skydancer Southern Charm x Barksdale
Merrill’s Catch Light)
Bred by Nancy McDonald & Pati Merrill
Owned by Sue Webber

Best Front/Best Rear/Best Side Gait
Barksdale Plush Miranda #8
(CH Barksdale Sunnland’s Swipe Right x CH Belleville’s
Mancatcher Annie)
Bred by Nancy McDonald & Debbie Holland
Owned by Nancy McDonald

14th Annual Juniors Match, Greg Ungano, Doe Run Collies
Best Junior - Forrest Rosenberg with Storm, owned by Roseann Cyngier

Greg Ungano
With Forrest Rosenberg

Gerrie Oliver,
aka The Madam
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Make a difference at the National!
Can you give us a couple of hours of your time? Would you like to become more involved with the Collie Health
Foundation? This is your chance. We’d love to see new faces this year and meet new people. If you have a special
skill to share, we’d love to talk with you but no experience or talent is needed – just a smiling face and willingness to
contribute to better Collie health. We will need help at the National in the following ways:

•
•
•
•

Night Auction & Dinner
Chair or Co-Chair – help to set
the menu and with room
arrangements
Help with auction set up –
arrange the night auction items
for display
“Vannas”
Auction spotters

• Clean Up

Day Auctions
• Sorting – Tuesday

•

• Set up of new items daily,

• Clean Up & Packing

including preparing auction bid
cards
• Working tables
• Accepting payment at close of
auction
• Clean Up/Packing

Promotional Items
Handle sales, straighten and
restock items

Collie Health Foundation

Statement of Financial
Position
As of September 30, 2021

Accrual Basis

Sep 30, 21
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings

247,447.16
1,138,181.74

Other Current Assets

1,385,628.90

Total Current Assets

1,385,628.90

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities

4,310.29
1,381,318.61

Equity

1,385,628.90

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY
No CPA provides assurance on these reports
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Collie Health Foundation

Accrual Basis

Statement of Financial Income and Expense
January through September 2021

TOTAL
Income
4000 · Direct Public Support

95,734.77

5200 · Membership Income

41,380.20

5300 · Investment Income

32,418.14

5400 · Revenue from Other Sources
5401 · Income Promotion

12,105.59
-3,986.96

5402 · Expense Promotion

8,118.63

Total 5400 · Revenue from Other Sources
5800 · Special Events Income
5820 · CCA Expenses

-112.00

5860 · Sunnybank Income
5861 · Sunnybank Dinner/Food
5862 · Sunnybank Premium
5863 · Sunnybank Match/Entries
5864 · Sunnybank Auctions
5865 · Sunnybank Raffle
5869 · Sunnybank Other Inc
Total 5860 · Sunnybank Income
5870 · Sunnybank Expenses
5872 · Sunnybank Premium Cost
5873 · Sunnybank Match supplies
5875 · Sunnybank Dinner/Food Exp
5879 · Sunnybank Other Exp
Total 5870 · Sunnybank Expenses

1,320.00
4,568.00
723.00
2,381.00
5,864.00
827.00
15,683.00
-2,019.20
-722.99
-1,434.98
-5,849.10
-10,026.27

Total 5800 · Special Events Income

5,544.73

6800 · Unrealized Gains and Losses

7,447.46
190,643.93

Total Income

190,643.93

Gross Profit
Expense
7000 · Grants & Direct Assistance
7001 · Grants

79,045.90
0.00

7050 · Subsidies
Total 7000 · Grants & Direct Assistance

79,045.90

7500 · Contract Service Exp

27,078.61

8100 · Office

4,956.21

8500 · Other Expense

2,954.83

8600 · Business Expense

3,178.00
14.05

99010 · Bank Service Charges

117,227.60

Total Expense

73,416.33

Net Income
No CPA provides assurance on these reports.
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Samples Needed for Coloboma Study
How many beautiful puppies have you placed due to Colobomas? The current research for a genetic marker for
colobomas is in full swing, BUT additional blood samples from two groups of Collies are still needed.
Group 1: Requirements for the first group are Collies that have had a clinical diagnosis by a registered canine
Ophthalmologist of choroidal hypoplasia CEA only (no coloboma) and are affected as shown by the genetic
CEA DNA test.
Group 2 are Collies that have had a clinical diagnosis by a registered canine Ophthalmologist of choroidal
hypoplasia (CEA) WITH Coloboma and/or detached retina and are affected as shown by the genetic CEA
DNA test.
Each sample must include the sample submission form, your Collie’s 5-6 generation pedigree, the certificate of the
physical CEA examination by the registered canine ophthalmologist, and results from the genetic CEA DNA test
from either Optigen or Wisdom Health.
Your participation in this research will positively impact the quality of life for our Collies not only now but for
generations to come. Please ship either UPS or FedEx overnight or next day Monday-Wednesday is preferable.
Avoid shipping on Friday or Saturday due to shipping issues.
This link takes you to the actual submission form which includes what is needed and how to ship your samples:
https://www.colliehealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Eye_Form-Submission-UofPA.pdf
Think of the positive impact this genetic marker will have on our breed:
•
•
•

Fewer Collies will have colobomas.
You will have more puppies in each litter from which to make your ultimate show quality selection.
With a larger number of puppies now able to remain in the gene pool, our breed diversity will increase with
greater selection of puppies carrying those coveted virtues we strive to perpetuate.

There is no ultimate cost for you to participate in this crucial research breakthrough. The Collie Health Foundation
will reimburse your costs upon receipt of associated expenses related to a genetic CEA test, blood draw, and
submission of sample which includes shipping. Please keep all associated receipts and submit them together to:
Karen Anderson, P.O Box 1681, Atascadero, CA, 93423, treasurer@colliehealth.org. Participation is anonymous.
You have a great opportunity to be part of this worthy project. Each person can make a difference; we hope you
choose to be part of making that difference. We have crushed PRA, let’s do the same with Colobomas! On behalf
of all Collies, thank you.
Questions? Contact - Patt Caldwell pcaldwel@gmail.com or Pat Jung palary@msn.com

Collie Eye Anomaly (CEA) Grant Update
On August 10, 2021 Dr. Murgiano provided the following update on this study:
Preliminary results
Out of all the genotyped collies, 25 are population A and 20 are population B. The primary Chromosome 27
locus check (basic association) has been repeated. Then, Population A vs Population B GWAS has been
carried out.
GWAS (Genome Wide Association Study): Our GWAS results are overall encouraging. We were able to
detect a signal, albeit so far, the power of the statistical analysis is too weak to draw any definitive conclusion
because of the limited sample size.
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A second type of analysis focused on allele frequency. It pointed out a second potential candidate region.
Both candidate loci have been phased (to tell apart how each allele is segregated in each chromosome) and
their prevalence in each population calculated.
Not all the cases are “explained” by either of the two alleles since there are cases which have neither.
Additionally, the segregation is not perfect. This happens if a given candidate allele is present exclusively in
cases or exclusively in controls.
Homozygosity mapping: At present, we found no shared homozygous region among population A that is
not highly frequent in population B, and the other way around. This is somewhat expected – we suspect that
any contributing factor to the phenotype is not necessarily required to exist in homozygosity in CEA only
dogs (in case is a resistance factor) or in Coloboma dogs (if it’s a factor that influences severity).

Future development
Statistical limitations

Since we are investigating and attempting to map a genetic variant that influences the variability of a
phenotype, a number of confounding factors associated with the variability of the phenotype might have
occurred and influenced the final results. Primarily, the segregation (see above) was not perfect, or dogs
classified as controls (for population A, CEA only) could possess more than one factor associated with the
lack of occurrence of coloboma. These multiple factors could be required to exist at the same moment to
grant such resistance. Otherwise, the population A dogs could be in fact two sub-populations, with a
different resistance factor in each. The same could be alternatively said for population B, but for factors
making the phenotype more severe.
In the next period we are planning to carefully review the population structure of the dataset.

Phenotypes and mapping methods

After obtaining these results, our first action has been to double-check the phenotype reported by the
breeders, and also to re-genotype the dogs for the Chromosome 27 main variant. The results of the regenotyping were consistent with the expectations.
Thus, our main aim at the moment is to increase the numbers of study participant dogs within both
populations A and B. We have determined that at least 20 new contributors per type would be ideal.
However, we do think that an additional 10 dogs for each population could already improve our analysis
results.
Reaching a sufficient number of dogs for significance is our absolute priority. We count on the contribution
of the breeders/owners for such help. While we are accumulating more samples, we will prioritize the search
for additional statistical models usable in similar systems. Additionally, we will investigate finer intervals of
homozygous regions and verify if there are any specific trends in one of the two populations.

Whole genome sequencing

Currently, we do not plan to use whole genome sequencing on candidate collies. Once we have a stronger
signal with a reliable candidate region(s), dogs from populations A and B will be selected and added to our
WGS pool. The current priority is to reach reliable mapping and stronger statistical power.
We wish to thank the Collie Health Foundation, especially Ms. Robette Johns, for their continuous help,
interest and support, and the breeders for their precious contribution. We are looking forward the next
developments of our research. But please, keep those samples coming. While we state that 20 for each
category would be needed, and we would settle for 10 for each initially, image the power if we could get 50
for each category! That would make the project progress much more rapidly. Your help is greatly
appreciated.
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Welcome to the Family!
The Collie Health Foundation Welcomes
the Following New Members
Lori Baumann
Fond du Lac, WI

Naomi Fujita
Goleta, CA

Catherine Masters
Mount Juliet, TN

Casey Vandever
Brazil, IN

Maurice Brown
Ft. Worth, TX

Amy Hyland**
Windham, ME

Sarah Millsap
Overland Park, KS

Carol Veizer
Red Bank, NJ

Lydia D'moch
El Cajon, CA

Julie Ivers
Tamarac, FL

Diane & Robert Munford
Tacoma, WA

Catherine Walton
Buckhannon, WV

Ashley Foster
Troy, OH

Belinda Kennedy
Farmington, NM

Jenny Rogers
Oswego, IL

Martha Wright
Cleveland Heights, OH

Stuart Lease**
Menifee, CA

Melissa Thomson
Hartsville, TN

Note: **indicates previous member…Welcome Back!
New Members – July 1, 2021 through October 15, 2021

Donations in Honor/Celebration/Memory/General Donations
July 1, 2021 – October 15, 2021
Donor

In honor/celebration/memory of….

Collie Club of Long Island

In Honor of the Collie Club of Long Island

Collie Club of New England

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Collie Club of New England

In Memory of M. Louise Cote

Collie Club of Southern Wisconsin

In Memory of Nancy Machinton. She had been a long time member of our
club, even though they moved, Nancy stayed in touch and active. Nancy will
be missed.

Collie Rescue of Northern New Jersey

General Fund

Collie Club of Western Pennsylvania

In Memory of LeRoy (Whitey) Schaller

Hockamock Kennel Club

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Texas A&M University

Honoring the arrival of Reveille X

Network for Good

Anonymous Facebook Donations

Wilbraham Middle School, Sunshine Club

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Loretta Allen

In Honor of Diana Hiiesalu & William Gore's marriage

Debi & Gerry Baker

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Linda & John DeFreitas

In Memory of Orry, lovingly owned by Robin Borck Sturgis

Christine Dungan

In Memory of Paco, beloved companion of Kim Angelis and Josef Gault
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Donor continued

In honor/celebration/memory of….continued

Jillian Ellis

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Lisa Ellison

In Honor of her new dog Miss Lisa

Chandra Flaim

In Memory of Breezedale Qualteri A Timeless Gift "Isola" & In Honor of
Cheryl and Bruce Crane Isola’s loving parents

Julie Flessas

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Krista & David Hansen

In Memory of Grant Merrill, a champion of CHF. He will be sorely missed

Don & Leslie Jeszewski

In Memory of Carole Stanley

Robette & Steven Johns

In Memory of Grant Merrill. The Collie world & especially CHF will miss
Grant for his years of dedication to the Collie & CHF. We will all miss Grant.

Robette & Steven Johns

In Memory of Hal Sundstrom - Hal was a good friend & a source of
knowledge that I used often. He wore his passion for the Collie on his sleeve.
He did amazing things that will help the collie breed live on forever. As one of
the Founders of CHF, Past President, and Lifetime Member, we joined by the
same passion. Steve and I will miss you very much. Our condolences to Mary.

Robette & Steven Johns

In Memory of Paul Wells long time friend & great guy

Robette & Steve Johns

In Honor of Diana Hiiesalu & William Gore's marriage. Congratulations!

Susan Kaelin

Matching Company Fund

Gayle Kaye

In Memory of Hal Sundstrom

Gayle Kaye

In Memory of Paul Wells

Gayle Kaye

In Memory of Grant Merrill

Gayle Kaye

In Honor of Pati Merrill who is always there for the collie

Judy Kirkeby

In Memory of Helena Adcock

Becky LaSpina

In Memory of Paul Wells

Mary Lenetz

In Memory of Nancy Vondy

Jolene McCuaig

In Honor of Diana Hiiesalu & William Gore's marriage

Nancy McDonald

In Memory of Ed Pasterczyk

The Mierz Family

In Memory of Debbie Franks

Melvin & Sheila Mirow

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Gretchen & Kathryn Morrison

In Memory of CH Sunnland’s Rocket Man CD, BN, RA, NAP, NJP, BCAT,
CGCA – “Jett”

Andrea Moss

In Memory of Georgia, VCH ALCH MACH Millknock’s Back In Black BN
RE RL3X (AOE) HT JHD MXS MJG MJP MXF T2B CL3 TKA BPDX CC
CGC AKC ACHIEVER DOG 10-4-2009 TO 2-2-2021

Beth Nemoff

In Memory of Debbie Franks

Beth Nemoff

In Memory of Nancy Machinton
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Donor continued

In honor/celebration/memory of….continued

Heather Newcomb & Friends

In Memory of Martha Ramer

Ellen & Joseph Pepin

In Memory of Debbie Franks

Catherine Philips

In Memory of Kate Long’s puppy Paulette

Joanne Polek

In Memory or Orry, lovingly owned by Robin Borck Sturgis

Tom & Jeannette Poling

In Memory of Grant Merrill

Tom & Jeannette Poling

In Memory of Int. Ch. Castlebar’s Celtic Ballad, BN, RI, CGCA, HT, TKN –
“Sawny” beloved collie of Dave & Ann Ferguson

Tom & Jeannette Poling

In Memory of Jemma lovingly owned by Phyllis Horn

Frances Preston

In Memory of CH Riverrun Daydream CGC

Dianne Quarg

In Memory of Markie & In Honor of Sharon Wilder

Mary & Rose Robischon

In Memory of William Boerth

Mary & Rose Robischon

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Mary & Rose Robischon

In Memory of Munro lovingly owned by Carolyn & Bob McCullough

Mary & Rose Robischon

In Memory of Paul Wells

Linda & Bert Ruden

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Kim Skibbe

In Memory of Michael & Duckie Walle owned by Donna Walle

Robin Borck Sturgis

In Memory of Touchstone Orr's #4 Black & Gold “Orry”

Robin Borck Sturgis

In Memory of Josie lovingly owned by Tina & Dennis

Robin Borck Sturgis

In Memory of Norwood Colliecove Contessa “Tess” lovingly owned by

Lisa Waisbren

In Memory of Nancy Machinton

Donna Walle

In Memory of Bienville Vibrant Sprit HIC - Duckie - 8/14/2008 - 9/2/2021

Donna Walle

In Memory of Bienville Lord of the Mist CGC HIC - Michael - 8/14/2008 8/6/2021

Katrina Warsick

In Memory of Edith Currie

Katrina Warsick

In Memory of Grant Merrill

Celebrating Our Seniors!
July 1, 2021 through October 15, 2021
GCHB Chelsea Casanova Cowboy “Grissom
Happy 11th Birthday
DOB: May 30, 2010
Breeder: Gayle Kaye
Owner: Gayle Kaye

Bienville Winsome Spirit HIC - Misty
DOB: August 14, 2008
Breeder: Donna Walle
Owner: Donna Walle
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Collie Health Foundation Membership Form

Dues are due 12/31/2021

PLEASE INDICATE:

New Member

Please check level of membership desired:

Renewed Membership
I’m interested in volunteering:

Individual Membership $25
Family Membership
$40
Sustaining Membership $100
Patron
$500
Benefactor
$1,000

Fundraising
Auctions
Website

Sunnybank
Promotions
Education/Grant/Studies

Other:

(Dues are for a fiscal year from January 1 to December 31 (or from join date to December 31)
Join online at www.colliehealth.org/membership/ or if you prefer to mail a check you can send a check in U.S. funds
payable to Collie Health Foundation to: Gail Currie, 85 High Street, Greeneville, TN 37745

Name:
Address: ___________________________________________
City: ___________________

State: _______ Zip: ____________

Email: _____________________________________

Phone:

Please check if this is a new address
I have included CHF I my will
Please send me information about including CHF in my will.

Do you or your spouse work for a matching gift company? Some companies will match gifs of employees
and/or retirees. Please contact your personnel office for details and a matching gift form.
Company Name:
Form Enclosed:

Yes

ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTION:

No
In Memory

In Honor

In Celebration

Contributions are tax deductible in accordance with IRS regulations.
Collie Health Foundation, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Federal Tax ID #13-3376254
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Gail Currie
CHF Membership
85 High Street
Greeneville, TN 37745
USA
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